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Writing Through the Body™ Writer’s Block Worksheet 
List of Remedies 

ROOT CHAKRA 

Affirmations 
I am safe. | I am cared for. | I am financially secure. | There is more than 
enough.  

Yoga poses 
Mountain, squat, warrior, goddess, and child’s pose. 

Physical activity 
Stand or walk barefoot on dirt, sand, or grass. | Stretch. | Dance. | Drum. 

Connect with nature 
Hike and take the beauty of your environment. | Garden. 

Meditate 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine a red expanding and contracting orb at the 
base of your spine. 

SACRAL CHAKRA 

Affirmations - Creativity flows through me. | I deserve to experience 
pleasure. | I feel safe to express myself sexually. | I embrace change. | I 
attract loving people.  

Yoga poses 
Bound angle, squat, goddess, and happy baby. 

Connect with water 
Swim. | Sit near a stream, river, or the ocean. | Take a bath. | Do Watsu. 

Self-care 
Ample sleep. | Clean foods. | Express emotions. | Acupuncture. | Celibacy. 

Meditation 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine an orange expanding and 
   contracting orb an inch below your navel. 
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SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA 

Affirmations 
I am motivated. | I am in control of how I respond. | I am capable. | I 
create positive change in my life. | I learn from my mistakes.  

Yoga poses - Sun salutations, warrior pose, boat pose. 

Heal and restore - Address past traumas. | Talk therapy. | Energy healing. 
Accepting support from loved ones.  

Classes and hobbies - Acting / Improv. | Cycling. | Sports.  

Human interactions - Balance between leadership position and solitude. 

Meditation - Sit or lie quietly and imagine a yellow expanding and 
contracting orb just below your sternum.  

HEART CHAKRA 

Affirmations 
I deserve and welcome love. | I forgive others and myself. | I attract love. 
| I create loving, healthy relationships. | My heart is free.  

Yoga poses - Bridge, camel, upward facing dog. 

Human interactions - Smile at people. | Move past grudges. | Avoid criticism. 
| Compliment people. | Be kind.  

Healing modalities - Massage. | Shaman or therapist. | Embrace silence. | 
Gratitude. | Surrender and trust.  

Physical activities - Walking in nature. | Dancing. | Play of any kind. 

Meditation 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine a green expanding and contracting orb in your 
chest.  

THROAT CHAKRA 

Affirmations 
I speak my truth with confidence. | I listen with compassion and empathy. | I 
set clear boundaries.  

Yoga poses - Cat-cow, fish pose, shoulder stand, camel, plow, lion’s breath. 

Focus on the breath - Deep breathing, counted rhythmic breathing, 4/7/8 
breathing: inhale through nose for 4, hold for 7, exhale completely through 
mouth for 8. 

Use the voice / throat - Sing. | Gargle. | Hum. | Public speaking. | Stop 
using sarcasm.  

Body-focused activities 
Tai chi. | Qi gong. | Spinal alignment. | Cranio-sacral therapy. | Fasting. | 
Hydration.  

Meditation 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine a blue expanding and contracting orb in your 
throat.  
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THIRD EYE CHAKRA 
 
Affirmations 
I have a strong inner guidance system. | I trust my intuition. | I am 
connected to and follow my spiritual truth. | I think calm thoughts.  
 
Yoga poses 
Camel, dolphin, locust, child’s pose, wide-legged forward bend.  
 
Body-focused activities 
Walk while focusing on body’s movements. | Martial art. | Lie down on the 
earth and feel its rhythm.  
 
Relaxing activities 
Chant. | Daydream / imagine. | Hot bath or hot tub soak. | Solitude. | Watch 
or read positive stories.  
 
Meditation 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine an indigo expanding and contracting orb in the 
center of your forehead 
 
 
CROWN CHAKRA 
 
Affirmations 
I have a strong connection to divine universal energies. | I am connected to 
and receive guidance from my higher self. | I am an extension and integral 
part of the universe.  
 
Yoga poses 
Tree pose, lotus, half-lotus, savasana.  
 
Body-focused activities 
Fast. | Sweat lodge. | Soak up the sun. | Mind-focused activities like 
puzzles.  
 
Relaxing, mindful activities 
Solitude. | Setting intentions, writing them down. | Self-reflection.  
 
Meditation 
Sit or lie quietly and imagine a purple expanding and contracting orb on the 
top of your head.  
 


